
Thi:" 0-.---ok is a coLlection of tweh·e stories by British pale-
0nL' 1 ·'.;-i ~ ~s working in remote parts of the ,..,·orld in search 
oi .i1· ,__ ,..:: fossils, new dL<:.coveries, and adventure. The 
h.-.... ~ :.; ~ 3 . ·:ritten for the layperson, copiously illustrated with 
color photographs and is a classic" page tumer". It will ap
pt>al to ~he ad1:enture tourist, amateur rock hounds, and 
th.:: F' ~ ·=·essional geologist. It resembles, in many respects, 
1\"ational Geographic presentations. It should beOrt- every
:nlt:-· s l.ist of summer readings. 

1\ fuch paleontology continues to be done in remote 
comers of the world and is often based upon the hunch 
that unex}'lored sedimentary rocks should yield new fossils 
tha! ,.,_-ill contribuie to our knowledge and understanding 
oi prehi...c:toric life. Peter 'Vhybrow' s paleontologists take 
us to Tibet, the Sahara, Gibraltar, Latvia, Abu Dhabi, Si
erra Leone. India, China, Pakistan, Turkey, Antarctica, and 
Yemen. The di.-erse geology of these regions is outlined in 
easily understood prose and the fossil forms described in
clude dinosaurs, bryzoans, forams, hominoids, lungfish, 
stone tools and others. 

The contributors to this anthology not only tell us 
about the scientific significance of their discoveries but 
also relate the d ifficulties of doing fieldwork in remote lo
cales. Transportation by yaks, mules, jeep, and foot are par 
for the course. Rancid vak-butter tea in Tibet, raw fish in 
China, and rabid dogs in the disputed border benveen Pa
kistan and Indian Kashmir are all part of "a day in the 
field" . But other exp eriences range from the bizarre to the 
surreal. Consider Peter \A/hvbrow' s encounter in Yemen. 
"That Man," he said to me in a whispered, embarrassed 
and somewhat frightened tone, "has an AK 47 and w ants 
your vehide, your passports; and au of your mone)'. you . 
are on his land." (p. 202). 

This book is not intended to be a technical contribu
tion to the scientific aspects of paleontology. There is no 
bibliography, index, or glossary, but scientific terms are 
explained by the authors. Travels w ith the Fossil Hunters 
is an easy, entertaining and instructive read that w ill ap
peal to a diverse audience. Instructors in introductory ge
ology courses and paleontology looking for ways to give 
their students a feel for the excitement and adventure of 
fieldwork will find this book a good resource. 

Ronald W. Tank 
Lawrence Universitv 
Appleton, Wiscons~ 54911 

The Amber Forest, A Reconstruction of a 
Vanished World 
By George Poinar, Jr. and Roberta Poinar, Princeton Uni
versity Press, Princeton, NJ 08540, 1999, xviii + 239 p., 
hardcover (ISBN 0~691 -02888-5): $29.95. 

This is another of the Poinar's scientific contributions to 
understanding the ancient forest responsible for the Do
minican amber deposits so famous for their fossil inclu
sions. The book includes four chapers, (1. Introduction, 2. 
The Amber Forest, 3. Reconstruction of the Amber Forest, 
and 4. Amber Today) and two appendices (A Frequency 
of Organisms in Dominican Amber and B. Biota in Domin
ican Amber) as well as reference lists and an index. TI1e 
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easy-to-read text includes vivid and epic descriptions of 
past life, excellent color photographs of amber inclusions 
and very well done black and w hite drawings. As I am 
neither an entomologist nor an animal behaviorist, my 
comments concentrate on vertebrate paleontology, 
paleogeography, and historical biogeography. 

Understanding the paleobiota encapsulated in the Do
minican amber requires a clear concept of "From Where 
and Whence" (p. 3) ancestral colonizers reached the 
Antillean islands. Discussion of this important subject un
fortunately includes many errors and misinterpretations. 
The p roblem, as I see it, is that the Poinars have mixed, 
within a single scenario, contradictory elements from dif
ferent biogeographic and paleogeographic hypotheses 
about the origin of the Antillean biota. It w ould take too 
many pages to reconcile 01apter 1 with the facts, so I point 
out only the following: 1) The Caribbean Plate is not a 
"Continental plate" (p. 5); 2) the so-called Proto-Greater 
Antilles did not "emerge(d) barren and sterile 65 million 
years ago" (p. 4); and 3) these terrains did not arrive( d) in 
the Caribbean 25 million years ago nor did II the area of the 
Dominican Republic" remain II emergent since its appear
ance some 65 million years ago" (p. 5) (Science, 1966, no 273: 
1850, American Museum Bulletin, 1999, p. 238). 

Acknowledged experts on Dominican amber paleo
entomolgy, the authors present a detailed reconstruction of 
the "amber forest," in Chapter 2 as an actual journey into 
the past. Based on present-day animal behavior and ani
mal-plant interactions, the Poinars describe the fossil 
biota's daily struggle for survival, bringing the ancient 
!fopical jungle to life in great detail. Excell~11t black and 
white di·awings illustrating many incidents are, in them
selves, important contributions - expect to see them in many 
succeeding books and articles. This chapter is an essay on be
havioral paleoecology, but, unfortunately in some cases, sci
ence and fiction run too close. The drawing of a jaguar-like 
cat nestled among foliage of Pharus sp. (p. 28) is an exam
ple. This interpretation is based upon hvo facts: first, today 
in Ecuador, spikelets of living Pharus sp. occasionally are 
found attached to Jaguar fur (p. 26); second, in one specimen 
of Dominican amber, a brush of mammal hair is associated 
with a fossil spikelet of Pharus sp. (Figures 16 and 17). Fos
sil mamallian carnivores never have been found in the 
Greater Antilles, in contrast to abundant Oligocene, Ivfio
cene, and Quaternary ground sloth fossils (American Mu
seum Bulletin no. 1999). It thus is parsimonious to suggest 
that the mamallian hair in Dominican amber might belong 
to an extinct grouiid sloth but highly controversial and 
poorly justified to suggest that the fossil hairs belong to a 
Jaguar. Also, in describing vertebrate life in the ancient for
est (p. 153-168) in Chapter 2, the authors incorrectly sug
gest that there is only one species of the Capromyidae in 
Cuba and that Cuban crocodiles depend heavily on ro
dents as a food source (p. 160). Actually, there are several 
endemic rodent species in Cuba, and crocodiles prey on 
any small vertebrate, not just rodents (Natural Cuba, Ed. 
Pangaea, 1966). Thereafter, they state that "it is not known 
but possible that ... crocodiles extended to Hispaniola back at 
the time of the amber forest." Crocodile remains, however, 
have been reported from the an1ber-bearing rocks and also 
from Eocene, Oligocene, :rvfiocene, and Quaternary rocks in 
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the Greater Antilles (Science, 1966, no 273; 1850, American 
Museum Bulletin, 1999, p. 239). 

Chapter 3, "Reconstruction of the Amber Forest," con
tains several major problems. Disappointing again is the sec
tion dedicated to rmveiling the characteristics of the 
ancient \'ertebrates (p. 170-188), as it incorporates many 
incorrect statements regarding the antiquity, occurrence, 
origin, habitat, cause of extinction, and the number of fos
sil and extant \·etebrate taxa. Treatment of the age of the 
amber is another problem as, without a correct date, one 
cannot place the paleobiologic data in proper context. 
Throughout the lx>ok. the authors refer to the amber as 40 
or 45 to 15 million years old. Strong arguments, however, 
eliminate the 45 m_ y. date for the Dominican amber. On the 
other hand, a\·ailable paleontological and s tratigraphic in
formation strongly suggest that the principal amber de
posits actually are Lower to ~·fiddle tvfiocene, about 20-15 
million vears old (S<i£n<:e. 1996, no. 273; 1830, American Mu
sewn Brilletin, 1999, no. 23Sj. This latter date is compatible, 
however, \\ ;th the Poinar' s statements that " ... manv of the 
animals and plants that existed in the distant past [refer
ring to those fossilized in amberJ ha\·e no immediate de
scendants in the Dominican Republic today ... " .(p. 169), but 
as " ... there is no study yet indicating that all speciation of lin
eages occurred in amber biota, ;,·e conclude that all of the 
fossils occurred in a similar type of forest, albeit \'ery ex
tensive, that existed for at least several million years, possi
ble longer" (p. 178). 

Concerning the Appendices, a recent detailed account 
of the fossil inclusions in the amber contains a reference 
for the original _publication of each taxon's occurrence 
(Hispaniolca, no. 1, 1999). As in the Poinar' s list, there are mis
spell ings (Nesophonites) and rmproven elements 
(Carnivora). 

In conclusion, The Amber Forest is a new addition to 
the extensive literature on the subject, but as it contains 
several unfortuante errors, it cannot be recommended as a 
text or reference book. 

Manuel A. Iturralde-Vinent 
Obispo no. 61, Plaza de Armas 
Museo Nacional de Historia Natural 
La Habana 10100, Cuba 

Canyonlands Country 
By Donald L. Baars, University of Utah Press, Revised Edi
tion, Salt Lake City, Utah, ix + 138 p., 1993, (ISBN 
0-87480-432-9), softcover: $12.95. 

Baars' book, a geological guide to the Arches and 
Canyonlands National Parks, is pitched for the tourist trade 
·and will be found in Park Visitor Centers as well as in the 
multifarious "tourist traps" of east-central Utah. The au
thor exploits several decades of field experience in the re
gion, both as an" oil finder" and as an academic geologist. 
He also wrote the best non-technical, to use his own termi
nology, account of regional geology, The Colorado Pla
teau: A Geologic History, 1983, along with assorted 
American Association of Petroleum Geology regional field 
trip guidebooks and journal articles. The scientific level of 
Canyonlands Country falls between that of a professional 

society guidebook and that of Halka Orronic' s G~ Zv 
the Roadside Geology of Utah. Baars also knows and appreci
ates all aspects of the environment. 

The book s tarts out w ith a theoretical treatment of the 
regional tectonic regime, relating basins, arches, \' isible 
structures, and intrusive features to ancient continental 
lineaments. This is all very interesting, but some will \iew 
it with skepticism and some will have difficulty nnder
standing the mechanics of its operation. An acconnt of 
pertinent Earth history follows, beginning in the early Pre
cambrian and ending with the Holocene. The geology of 
the salt anticlines is masterfully outlined: origin, flow 
mechanisms producing the structures, resultant topogra
phy, and scenery, and, finally, economic geology - potash 
and petroleum. The last half of the book is devoted to 
guides for geologic tours by road, trail, and river. TI:tese are 
not road-logs; the narratives cite prominent landmarks, in
teresting geologic features, and also include many stories 
about prospectors, oil fields, ranchers, geologic promo
tions and land use. Nothing much, however, is said about 
either Native Americans or Mormon settlement sagas. 

Maps, cross sections, black-and-white photographs and 
seven gorgeous color plates support the text. A short bibli
ography of guidebooks and popularizations is mostiy de
voted to works of Baars and Shephard Lohman. The 
index, so essential to a guide book, is adequate. Any geolo
gist traveling in the area w ill find this book very useful; in
terested and reasonably edu cated non-geologists w ill be 
able to rmderstand and enjoy the book. The information 
they get will be correct as of ca 1990. 

Ralph L. Langenheim, Jr. 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 

Surface Processes and Landforms, Second 
Edition 
Bv Don J. Easterbrook, Prentice-Hall, Inc., One Lake Street, 
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey 07458, www. 
prenhall.com, 1999, x + 546 p., 12 color plates, hardcover 
(ISBN 0-13-860958-6): $76.67. 

Most geologists agree that geomorphology remains an im
portant component of the geology curriculum. The rea
sons for this endorsem ent are many-fold and include the 
obvious importance of surface processes in the field of 
sedimentary geology, in the s tudy of natural hazards, and 
in mitigation of human-induced environmental problems. 
Pedagogically, many undergraduate programs now utilize a 
geomorphology course (and also plate tectonics) as a means 
to help students synthesize many sub-disciplines of geol
ogy. Making such "intellectual connections" is a major con
cept hurdle for undergraduate geology majors, but 
developing the skill of "synthesis" in neophyte geologists 
is vitally important. Additionally, teaching geomorphology 
presents the challenge of corrununicating effectively with 
students who show a w ide range of academic preparation 
because many geomorphology courses require only an in
troductory geology course as a pre-requisite. Thus, an ap
propriate textbook is an important aspect of tf'aching 
geomorphology. A good textbook should allow for differ-
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